
The RCPSP with Time DependentResoure Availabilities and itsAppliationsPeter Bruker, Silvia Heitmann, Christian StrotmannJanuary 2004The Resoure Constraint Projet Sheduling Problem (RCPSP) is a omplex dis-rete optimization problem. It overs a wide range of appliations from projetplanning to mahine sheduling (Bruker et. al [1999℄, Hartmann [1999℄, Neumannet al. [2003℄). In Bruker & Knust [2000℄ the RCPSP with time-dependent resoureavailabilities has been introdued and used to model timetabling problems. Based onthese onepts we have implemented loal searh methods and geneti algorithmsto solve spei� shool- and university timetabling problems as well as job-shopsheduling problems with limited mahine availabilities. The purpose of this paperis to doument these results. This doumentation is organized as follows. Firstly, wepresent a mathematial model for the RCPSP with time-dependent resoure avail-abilities. A harateristi of this model is that it ontains strong and weak resoureonstraints. Based on this model loal searh methods for solving the problem areintrodued. These methods use ertain list representations of shedules. For a givenlist a orresponding shedule an be onstruted and evaluated. Representations andevaluations are disussed in Setion 2. The last setions are devoted to appliations.We show how the methods desribed in the �rst two setions an be applied to ashool timetabling problem, a university ourse sheduling problem, and a job-shopproblem with limited mahine availabilities. Corresponding omputational resultsare presented.Mathematial modelThe RCPSP with time-dependent resoure availabilities an be formulated as fol-lows. We are given a time interval [0; T [, a set of ativities 1; : : : ; n and a set ofresoures 1; : : : ; r. The availability of the resoures is limited. For a resoure kthere are Rk(t) units available in the interval [t; t + 1[ for t = 0; : : : ; T � 1. Wedistinguish between two kinds of resoures. Resoures with Rk(t) 2 f0; 1g are alleddisjuntive, whereas other resoures with Rk(t) 2 f0; 1; 2; : : : g are alled umulative.1



Ativity j must be proessed for pj time units without interruption and requires rjkunits of resoure k for all k = 1; : : : ; r during its proessing. Additionally, arbitrarypreedene onstraints with possibly positive time-lags may be given. A preedeneonstraint is given by a relation i ! j, where i ! j means that ativity j annotbe started before ativity i has �nished. If additionally a time-lag dij > 0 betweeni and j is given, the earliest starting time of j is dij time units after the ompletionof i. If there is not time-lag we set dij = 0. The time-lag dij may depend on theompletion time of ativity i. It is onvenient to add a dummy start ativity 0 withp0 = 0, 0! j and dij = 0 for all ativities j.Let Sj denote the starting time of ativity j. Then Cj := Sj + pj is the omple-tion time of ativity j. The problem is to determine intervals [Sj; Sj + pj [ for theproessing of eah ativity j suh that the following onditions hold:(1) in eah time period [t; t+ 1[ the total resoure demand is less or equal to theavailability Rk(t) of eah resoure k, and(2) all preedene onstraints and time-lags are ful�lled.A solution is alled feasible, if onditions (1) and (2) hold and all ativities areompleted before time T .The problem of �nding a feasible solution is NP-omplete, as this problem gener-alizes the lassial RCPSP. We want to apply various loal searh methods to �ndfeasible solutions if they exist. Therefore we have to modify the problem in orderto have a representation of infeasible solutions. We introdue two modi�ations ofthe problem. Both modi�ations are based on the idea, that we are able to obtaininfeasible solutions but every infeasibility is penalized by a positive ost term in anobjetive funtion. By trying to minimize the objetive funtion we try to get ridof these penalties and therefore of infeasibility.As a �rst modi�ation we add a overow period [T; T + L[ after the time period[0; T [, where L is the length of the longest path in the ativity-on-node networksin whih the ars (i; j) between ativities i and j are evaluated by pi + dij . Duringthis overow period the availabilities of all resoures are assumed to be suÆientlylarge to supply all ativities at the same time. Therefore ativities whih annotbe sheduled in [0; T [ an be sheduled in the overow period. If an ativity j issheduled in the overow period a penalty ost wj ours in the objetive funtion.As a seond modi�ation we introdue weak resoures. Requirements of weak re-soures may be relaxed to zero, whereas the requirements of the other (hard) re-soures have to be ful�lled in any timetable. If the request for a weak resoure is notrespeted, we penalize this by adding a positive ost term to the objetive funtion.If for ativity j the requirement of the weak resoure k is relaxed to zero, a penaltyost wjk ours in the objetive funtion.Additionally, we may introdue some more penalties in the objetive funtion inorder to model a variety of di�erent onstraints. The problem of �nding a feasible2



solution with respet to the desribed weak and additional onstraints leads to theproblem of �nding a solution with minimal objetive value.Representation and Evaluation of SolutionsSolutions are presented by priority lists whih are ompatible with the given pree-dene onstraints, i.e. if i! j then ativity i appears earlier in the list than j.Given a list a orresponding shedule is onstruted by sheduling ativities one afterthe other in the list order. Eah ativity is sheduled as early as possible respetingall resoure availabilities. If an ativity annot be planned in the given time period[0; T [ (infeasible solution), we try to relax the problem by deleting requirements ofweak resoures for a set of ativities in order to obtain feasibility.Before de�ning the algorithm we introdue some notations. By Kj we denote theset of all resoures whih are required for the proessing of ativity j. This set isdivided into the hard resoures Hj and the weak resouresWj. Starting with a givenpriority list for an instane of the RCPSP with time dependent resoure pro�les weapply the following proedure Earliest Start Shedule.Proedure Earliest Start Shedule1. WHILE an ativity exists whih is not sheduled DOBEGIN2. Let j be the �rst ativity in the list whih is not sheduled;3. t := maxi!jfSi + pi + dijg;4. WHILE a resoure k 2 Kj exists with rjk > Rk(� ) for a � 2 [t; t+ pj [ DOBEGIN5. Compute minimal time tk > t, suh that j an be sheduledin [tk; tk + pj [, if only resoure k is onsidered and set t := tk;6. IF (t+ pj � T ) AND rjk � Rk(� ) for all k 2 Kj and � 2 [t; t+ pj [AND Wj 6= ; THENBEGIN7. Delete a set of weak resoures from Wi for a set of ativities i;8. t := maxi!jfSi + pi + dijg;ENDEND9. Shedule j in [t; t+ pj [ and update the resourepro�les Rk(t) in [t; t+ pj [ for all resoures k 2 KjENDFor the dummy ativity 0 we set S0 = 0. Beause 0! j for all ativities j we alwayshave t � 0 in steps 3 and 8.We applied loal searh methods like simulated annealing, tabu searh, and a genetialgorithm with the set of all lists ompatible with the preedene onstraints as3



searh spae. Neighborhoods have been de�ned by interhange and shift operators.For rossover we used one-point rossover, order rossover, and linear rossover whihare known to be ompatible with the preedene onstraints (Hartmann [1999℄).AppliationsThe method has been applied to the following problems:� A shool timetabling problem with data from a high-shool in Osnabruek.� A university timetabling problem for the faulty of mathematis and infor-matis at the University of Osnabruek.� A job-shop problem with restrited mahine availabilities.A full desription of these problems, implementation results of the orrespondingsolvers, and of the omputational experiments with these solvers an be found inthe full version of the paper.Referenes1. P. Bruker, A. Drexl, R. Moehring, K. Neumann and E. Pesh. Resoure-onstrained projet sheduling: Notation, lassi�ation, models and methods.European Journal of Operational Researh 112 (1999), 3-14.2. P. Bruker and S. Knust. Resoure-onstrained projet sheduling and time-tabling. In: Edmund Burke and Wilhelm Erben (editors), The Pratie andTheory of Automated Timetabling III: Seleted Papers from the 3rd Inter-national Conferene on the Pratie and Theory of Automated Timetabling,Konstanz, Germany, August 16th-18th 2000, Springer Leture Notes in Com-puter Siene Series 2001, Vol 20793. S. Hartmann. Projet sheduling under limited resoures. Leture Notes inEonomis and Mathematial Systems 478, Springer, Berlin, 1999.4. K. Neumann, C. Shwindt, and J. Zimmermann. Projet sheduling with timewindows and sare resoures. Seond Edition. Springer, Berlin, 2003.
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